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NGSS Innovations
Learning is three-dimensional:
•

Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI)

•

Science and Engineering Practices (SEP)

•

Crosscutting Concepts (CCC)

Students engage in explaining phenomena and designing solutions.

Engineering design and the nature of science are included as SEPs
and CCCs.
SEPs, DCIs, and CCCs build coherent learning progressions from K–12.
The NGSS connect to Common Core for English Language Arts (ELA)
and Mathematics.
Assessments should align with the 3D goals exemplified by the
Performance Expectations (PE).

Integration of the Three Dimensions

The practices (SEP) are the
processes scientists and
engineers use to build and Practices
test the disciplinary core
ideas (DCI) that explain the
natural and designed
world. Crosscutting
concepts (CCC) are big
ideas that help to integrate
ideas across topics and
science disciplines.

Crosscutting
Concepts

Core Ideas

Agenda
10:45 Introductions
Nagle: Moving Next Generation Science Standards
into Practice: A Middle School Ecology Unit
and Teacher Professional Development Model
Puttick: Environmental Science and Biocomplexity: A
case-based approach to learning about
complex systems
11:20 Small group discussion
11:45 Report back, group discussion
11:55 Wrap up
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SEPUP: Issue-oriented Science

SEPUP Middle School Sequence

Examples of issues
IAES: Handling nuclear waste, crewed vs uncrewed space exploration
IALS: Studying people, preventing spread of invasive species, bioengineering
IAPS: Treating chemical waste, sources and efficient use of energy

For High School: Science and Global Issues Biology
Units
Sustainability
Ecology: Living on Earth
Cell Biology: World Health
Genetics: Feeding the World
Evolution: Maintaining Diversity

Moving Next Generation Science Standards into Practice
• Four Partners:
• Lead and Professional Development: American
Museum of Natural History (AMNH)
• Curriculum: Lawrence Hall of Science
• Research: University of Connecticut
• Evaluation: WestEd
• Four-year project began September 2014
• First 18 months has focused on developing and
testing a curriculum unit

Developing a Model Unit

Disruptions in Ecosystems—Ecosystem
Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
 MS Ecology NGSS
 Backward design approach
 Define learning goals
 Draft assessments
 Develop learning activities

 Now being field-tested by 25 NYC
teachers
 Hope to include some CA sites in
future testing

Curriculum Features
 5E instructional model (Engage, Explore, Explain,
Elaborate, Evaluate)
 Common Core connections for ELA and Mathematics
 Three-dimensional assessments
 Embedded in activities throughout each chapter
 In a culminating Evaluate activity
 In end-of-chapter tests with 3-dimensional items
 Materials to support and scaffold students’ learning of
core ideas, practices, and crosscutting concepts
 “Educative elements” to support teachers
 Supports for diverse learner populations

One unit: Five chapters
Coherence
Instructional materials are organized through a conceptual storyline. The
storyline is a connection of scientific ideas (DCIs, and CCCs) that are
linked to scientific and engineering practices and nested in a conceptual
flow that builds across time. In a coherent storyline, students engage in
making sense of phenomena or designing solutions to problems.

3D-Assessment

Embedded Evaluate Activity: Chapter 1 1

Summative Assessments

Chapter Tests

Assessment

Teaching Tools
Learning Scaffold for Constructing Explanations

Science and Engineering
Evaluating Solutions

Chapter 1 Overview
Ecosystems Unit
Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

CHAPTER 1: WOLVES IN YELLOWSTONE
5E Phase

Activities

Science
Concepts

1.1 People and Animals Interacting

Engage

Students think about what an ecosystem is and how the living and nonliving
parts of an ecosystem interact. They explore an outside ecosystem near their
school such as a playground, park, or garden. Students are introduced to the
Yellowstone National Park ecosystem and some of the animals found in and
around the park (bears, elk, wolves, cattle, humans). The activity focuses on
what students already think they know about ecosystems and the types of
interactions between the living and nonliving parts of ecosystems.
1.2 Ecological Interactions

Explore

Students develop food webs as a way of thinking about the patterns of
relationships between the different living components of an ecosystem. They
use a set of cards to develop a food web of organisms in Yellowstone. Students
then explore the influence of humans on food webs and the reintroduction of
wolves in Yellowstone and how these might impact the food web.

Explain

Science
Vocabulary

Teaching
Periods

Constructing
Explanations
MS LS2.A.4
(prior knowledge)

Engaging in
Argument
from
Evidence

ecosystem

1

(Preconceptions)

MS LS2.A.4
Patterns
Cause & Effect
(predictions)

1.3 Patterns of Interaction Among Organisms
Students are introduced to the concepts of predator/ prey, competition, and
other community relationships between living organisms in an ecosystem. A
reading and videos are used to introduce these life science ideas. The context
continues to be developing a deeper understanding of the patterns of biotic
relationships in the Yellowstone ecosystem.

Science
Practices

MS LS2.A.4
MS ESS3.C.2
Patterns

Developing and
Using Models
(food webs)

food chain
food web

1–2

predator-prey
competition
symbiosis
mutualism
commensalism
parasitism

1–2

Analyzing &
Interpreting
Data

biotic factors
abiotic factors

1–2

Constructing
Explanations

evidence
claim
scientific
reasoning
ecosystem
biotic factors
abiotic factors

2–3

Constructing
Explanations
(food webs)
Obtaining and
Evaluating
Information
Constructing
Explanations
(preliminary)

1.4 Factors Affecting Populations

Explore

Students graph and summarize data from two data sets, one involving moose
and wolf populations on Isle Royale, Michigan and predicting the effect of a
biotic factor (predator-prey interactions), and another involving Sonoran
pronghorn fawn populations in the Arizona desert and predicting the effect of
an abiotic factor (rainfall). Students are asked to think about what they learned
about the relationship between the organisms in these ecosystems that might be
useful for understanding wolves in the Yellowstone ecosystem.

MS LS2.A.4
Patterns
Cause & Effect
(predictions)

1.5 Biotic and Abiotic Factors

Explain

Students are introduced to the Explanation Tool and use it to construct
scientific explanations for two phenomena. The first phenomenon is about the
effect of biotic interactions and the impact of wolves on elk in the Yellowstone
ecosystem. The second phenomenon is about the effect of abiotic interactions
and the impact of humans/ snowmobiles on the Yellowstone ecosystem. For
each phenomenon students make a claim and use evidence presented in the
activity and reasoning from patterns of what they learned in prior activities to
construct a scientific explanation of the phenomenon.

MS LS2.A.4
MS ESS3.C.2
Patterns
Cause & Effect
(predictions)
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Patterns of Interaction
Among Organisms
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Chapter 1 Overview
Ecosystems Unit
Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
5E Phase

Activities

Science
Concepts

Science
Practices

Science
Vocabulary

Teaching
Periods

1.6 Analyzing Patterns in Ecosystems

Elaborate

Students use the Explanation Tool to construct explanations based on scenarios
and to apply their previous knowledge and explanations involving the
reintroduction of wolves into the Yellowstone ecosystem to develop an
argument. The first part of the activity presents students with eight scenarios
that make claims. Students look for patterns and match the correct evidence to
support these claims by analyzing and interpreting graphs. Then each group of
students are assigned one of the scenarios for which they construct an
explanation. They use the claim presented in the scenario, evidence presented
in graphs and reasoning from what they have learned in previous activities
about ecosystem interactions, along with the Explanation Tool, to construct
their explanation. The second part of the activity shows students how to use
explanations about the effect of wolves and elk from the prior activity and use
the Argument Tool to develop an argument about whether the wolf population
should be allowed to increase, decrease, or stay the same in the Yellowstone
ecosystem.

MS LS2.A.4
Patterns
Cause & Effect

Analyzing &
Interpreting
Data
Constructing
Explanations
Engaging in
Argument from
Evidence

1.7 The Return of the Wolf?

Evaluate

Students construct both an explanation of the effect of deer on the Adirondack
ecosystem and an argument about the reintroduction of wolves in the
Adirondacks. Before students develop an argument, they use the Explanation
Tool to explain the impact of deer on the forest ecosystem. Using this
explanation and other knowledge about patterns in ecosystems (based on their
understanding of the Yellowstone ecosystem) students engage in
argumentation using the Argument Tool. The argument provides an
opportunity for students to identify patterns of interaction in the Adirondack
ecosystem and the cause and effect relationships that predict the impact of
humans on the deer population in the Adirondack ecosystem.

MS LS2.A.4
MS ESS3.C.2
Patterns
Cause & Effect

Constructing
Explanations
Engaging in
Argument from
Evidence

argument
ecosystem
predator-prey
competition
mutualism
commensalism
parasitism

2

ecosystem
predator-prey
competition
mutualism
commensalism
parasitism
evidence
claim
scientific
reasoning
argument

2

A Sample Activity
Disciplinary Core Ideas
Science Practices
Crosscutting Concepts

Analyzing Patterns of Interaction:
Match each scenario at left to one
of six graphs

Then, create an explanation for
one of the scenarios and its
matching graph.

Analyzing Patterns of Interaction

Competition

Constructing Science Explanations

Competition

Engaging in Argument from Evidence

Wolves in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem

Environmental Science and
Biocomplexity
A case-based approach to
learning about complex systems
Gillian Puttick
TERC

Funded by the
National Science
Foundation
STEM Smart workshops are funded by the National Science Foundation grant #1449550. Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations
1
at this event or in these materials are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.

Biocomplexity overview
• Capstone Course for
Grades 11-12

• Interdisciplinary
• Consistent with the
vision and goals of
NGSS
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Biocomplexity R&D
• Extensively implemented and revised
• Piloted with 13 teachers
• Field-tested with 33 teachers (650+ students)
• Significant learning gains
• Available from Its About Time publishers
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Case-based learning
• Real world scenarios
• Real data

URBAN:
Local school
decision about
building a new
sports field

ARCTIC:
Local species
conservation in light
of global climate
change impacts

SPRAWL:

AMAZONIA:

Regional land use
plan for farm land,
housing development,
conservation

Biome-wide land
use plan considering
rights of indigenous peoples,
rainforest conservation, and
ranching
4

What is Biocomplexity?

SOCIAL
CONTEXT Ecosystem Services
Coupled Natural and
Human Systems
ECOLOGY

• Considering
humans, their
social institutions
and behaviors as
part of all
ecosystems

• Ecosystem
processes on which
humans depend

Landscapes
• Spatial context and its
structure and patterns
5

Storyline
All Units are organized to address a Guiding Question.
Example: Should the school replace the streamside
woodland on the school grounds with an additional
athletic field?
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Real world scenarios

Dead Run NO3
Day
1

DA
TE

Day
365
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NGSS 3 dimensions:
Sprawl unit
Crosscutting Concepts
• Scale
• Systems
Practices
• Patterns
• Planning/carrying out
investigations
• Analyzing/interpreting
data
• Developing/using
models
• Using data as evidence
• Communicating results

Core Ideas
• Cycles of energy and matter
• Ecosystem dynamics
• Biodiversity
• Ecological succession
• Climate change
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Sprawl unit
Practices
• Ask questions
• Plan and conduct investigations
• Analyze data
Disciplinary core ideas
• Organization for matter and energy flow
in organisms
Crosscutting Concepts
• Energy and matter
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Sprawl unit
Practices
• Constructing and using models
Disciplinary core ideas
• Cycles of matter and energy flow in ecosystems

Crosscutting concepts
• Using mathematics and computational thinking
• Energy and matter
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Sprawl unit
Practices
• Constructing and using models
Disciplinary core ideas
• Cycles of matter and energy flow in ecosystems
• Human impacts on Earth systems
Crosscutting concepts
• Using mathematics and computational thinking
• Energy and matter
• Scale
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Sprawl unit
Practices
• Using models
• Analyzing/interpreting
data
• Math/comp. thinking
Disciplinary core ideas
• Global climate change
• Earth and human
activity
Crosscutting concepts
• Energy and matter
• Scale
• Stability and change
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Urban unit
Practices
• Ask questions
• Plan and conduct investigations
• Analyze data
Disciplinary core ideas
• Cycles of matter and energy
flow in organisms
• Ecosystem Dynamics,
Functioning, and Resilience
• Earth and human activity
Crosscutting Concepts
• Energy and matter
• Patterns
• Systems and systems models
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Urban unit
Practices
• Ask questions
• Plan and conduct investigations
• Analyze data
Disciplinary core ideas
• Cycles of matter and energy flow in
organisms
• Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and
Resilience
• Biodiversity and humans
• Earth and human activity
Crosscutting Concepts
• Energy and matter
• Patterns
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Urban unit
Practices
•Asking questions and defining problems
•Obtaining, evaluating and
communicating information
Disciplinary core ideas
•Matter and energy flow
•Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning
•Biodiversity and humans
•Earth and human activity
Crosscutting Concepts
•Energy and matter
•Patterns
•Scale
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Arctic unit
Practices
• Developing and using models
• Using mathematics and
computational thinking
• Analyzing and interpreting data
Disciplinary core ideas
• Global climate change
• Human impact on Earth systems
• Cycles of matter and energy transfer
in ecosystems
Crosscutting Concepts
• Cause and effect
• Systems and system models
• Energy and matter
• Stability and change
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Billions

Projection of Population Size

0

Numbers of Individuals

Practices
• Develop and use models
• Use mathematics and computational
thinking
• Analyze and interpret data
Disciplinary core ideas
• Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and
Resilience
Crosscutting Concepts
• Cause and effect
• Stability and change
• Patterns
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Arctic unit
Practices
• Developing and using models
• Using mathematics and computational
thinking
• Analyzing and interpreting data
Disciplinary core ideas
• Variation in traits
• Natural selection

Number…
Billions

0
0

Crosscutting Concepts
• Cause and effect
• Stability and change
• Patterns

Projection of
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Arctic unit
Sea ice
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Practices
• Construct explanations and
design solutions
• Engage in argument from
evidence
Disciplinary core ideas
• Natural selection
• Adaptation
• Biodiversity and humans
Interdependent relationships in
ecosystems
• Biodiversity and Humans
Crosscutting Concepts
• Cause and effect
• Stability and change
• Patterns

Evolution

50
5380
4170
2872
2098

Population model

Fast plants
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NGSS 3 dimensions:
Sprawl unit
Crosscutting Concepts
Practices

Core Ideas
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First steps towards alignment:
Analyzing a single lesson
1. Core ideas
- identify learning goals
- identify learning experiences that align with the target core ideas
- eliminate learning experiences that don’t
2. Questions that drive student learning
- identify questions that frame activities in the lesson
3. Evidence (highlighting practices)
- identify what evidence students will need to develop explanations
- consider what classroom activities will allow students to collect evidence
3. Student opportunities to make meaning
- identify opportunities for students to communicate and explain – to share
their thinking and reasoning, arguing from evidence
21

Overview

Biocomplexity curriculum
•Accompanying “educative” Teacher Guide
o Background science information
o Examples of student work
o Formative and summative performance assessments
o Additional resources online
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Overview

Biocomplexity Teacher Guide
•The instructional approach
o “Flipped classroom”
o 3 types of questions
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Disciplinary Core Ideas

What are human impacts on
Earth systems in Amazonia?

Land uses in Amazonia:
• Soy farming
• Cattle ranching
• Ecotourism
• Conservation
• Development
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Disciplinary Core Ideas

Carbon

Cycles of energy and matter
Energy
Nitrogen
+ Water
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Disciplinary Core Ideas

Ecosystem dynamics and resilience…
Biodiversity…

…contrasting prairie and
agriculture
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Cross-cutting concepts

Scale - Time

15-20 year life span
1-1.5 month life span
http://www.ars.usda.gov/Main/site_main.htm?modecode=12-75-41-00
http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/graphics/photos/jun02/k5680-1.htm
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NGSS 3 dimensions: Arctic unit
Projection of Population Size
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http://www.nrri.umn.edu/worms/forest/ecosystems.html

